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            Banisteriopsis Caapi - Seeds

      Banisteriopsis Caapi - Seeds (10pc)
..

            
                12.00€              
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            Blue lily - Seeds

      Blue lily - Seeds (50pc)
..
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            Catha edulis - Khat Seeds

      Catha edulis (10 Seeds)
..
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            Catmint seeds

      nepeta cataria (around 20 seeds)
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            Chacruna Seeds

      Psychotria viridis (10 Seeds)
..
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            Ephedra Nevadensis Seeds

      Extremely viable and fast sprouting!!! (10 seeds)
..
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            Ephedra Sinica Seeds

      Ephedra Sinica Seeds (10 pieces)
..
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            Ephedra Viridis Seeds (20pc)

      very viable and fast sprouting (10pcs)
..
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            Hawaiian Woodrose

      ..
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            Hoodia Gordonii - Seeds

      Hoodia Gordonii - Seeds (10pc)
..
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            Iboga Fruit

      Iboga Fruit - 1pc
..

            
                19.90€              
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            Iboga seeds

      10 pieces. fresh harvest.
..

            
                20.00€ 15.00€
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            Kanna - Seeds

      Kanna - Seeds (10pc)
..
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            Lactuca Virosa - Seeds

      Lactuca Virosa - Seeds (10pc)
..

            
                5.00€              
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            Mandragora Seeds

      Mandragora officinarum (10 Seeds) – Autumn-blooming.
..
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            Mapacho - Seeds

      Mapacho - Seeds (around 20pc)
..

            
                5.00€              
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            Mimosa hostilis seeds

      Mimosa hostilis seeds (10 Seeds)
..
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            Morning Glory

      Ipomea violacea - Morning Glory - Heavenly Blue (10g)


The many of the tribes native to Mexico used the seeds of a plant they knew as Ipomoea (Morning Glory) for magical, as well as medical, purpo..
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            Ololiuhqui

      Rivea Corymbosa from Mexico (10g)

Rivea corymbosa was already well known as a ritualistic and shamanic aid, but also as a medicinal plant, to the Aztecs. The spherical pod-like seeds were named Olo..

            
                12.00€              
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            Peganum harmala

      Peganum harmala (20g)

Peganum harmala is rich source of a variety of reversible mono-amine oxidase inhibitors (MAOIs): harmaline, harmane, harmine, and one seretonin reuptake inhibitor, tetrahydroh..
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        		Voacanga africana - Seeds (10g)
...
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        		tabacco seeds from kentucky (100 pieces)
...
            


 


            
		  	        
                    4.90€                  
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        		Lactuca Virosa - Seeds (10pc)
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